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DAY 1

1) Introduction
 - Presentation of trainer
 - Run-through of schedule
 - Quick history of d3
 - Training methodology 
 - Hardware overview
 - Operating system overview

2) Structure
 - d3 Production Suite folder in Windows Start   
   menu
 - Assigned d3 Projects folder
 - Folder structure of a d3 project
	 -	Supported	file	formats

3) How to create a new project
 - From Windows
 - From inside d3

4) UI overview
 - Main elements of the interface
 - Navigation and camera positions
 - Menu overview
 - Interface 
  Left-click vs right-click
  Managers
  Boxes
  Search

5) Timeline and The Video layer 
 - Track editor 
 - BPM
 - Bars and markers
 - Concept of a layer/module
 - Media library overview
 - Keyframing of values, clips, options
 - Shift, copy, repeat, delete keyframes, zoom,   
   shift-select
 - Colorshift
 - More effects

6) Setting up the Stage 
 - Floor options 
 - Calculator, step value, min/max, shift/ctrl,   
   using shift/ctrl 
  
 

d3 Training Syllabus

 - Venues and props
 - Creating screens
 -  Editing screens (offset, scale, rotation,   
   resolution, mesh)
 - Placing People
 - Labels

7) More screen parameters
 - Pixel masks
 - Population masks
 - Blend modes
 - Colorshift
 - Master fade
 - Hierarchy 

8) Mapping types
 - Direct
 - Parallel
 - Feed
 - Perspective
 - (Cylindrical, Radial) 

9) Openmodule 

10) Moving screens

11) LED Feed outputs
	 -	Configuring	displays
 - Adding LED outputs to display heads
	 -	Configuring	outputs	(position,	rotate,	chop		 	
   up, scale)
 - Output rectangle editing options
 - Duplicate multiple

12) Audio 
 - Import audio
 - Quantize
 - Split up timeline into sections/cues
 - How to output high-quality audio

13) Camera fly-throughs

14) Stage movie render

d3 Training is a 3-day course that will help you get to grips with the basiscs as well as 
advanced use of d3, from design to delivery. This syllabus outlines the coursework.
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d3 Training Syllabus
DAY 2

1) Re-cap day 1

2) Additions
 - Grouping, duplicate, rename, export, shift-  
   select, move layers
 - Link layers using arrows
 - Effects layers
 - Compose module 
 - Expressions

3) Projector Simulation
 - Concept
 - 3d model projection object overview
 - Content template creation overview
 - Virtual projectors
 - Feed scenes
 - Adding projector outputs to displays
 - Manual Calibration overview
 - Auto-calibration overview
 - Feed warp
 - Softedge

4) Master-slave
	 -Configuring	IP-network	
 - Creating Feed scenes
	 -	Configuring	d3Net
 - Activating d3Net launcher on slaves
 - Understudy backup

DAY 2 + 3: TOPICS OF INTEREST 

Outputting to LED or plasma screens

MIDI control
 - Creating the Transport control object
	 -	Configure	the	timeline	for	MIDI	control
	 -	Configuring	a	MIDI	control	surface		and		 	
   linking to the parameters
 - MIDI notes
 - MIDI beat clock

SDI input
	 -	Configuring	the	Active	Silicon	cars
 - Creating d3 video sampler 
 - Using the Video layer and SDI input

DMX output
 - Creating the DMXDevice
 - Creating DMXScreens
 - Creating DMXLights 
 - Mapping and outputting to DMX RGB Lights

Timeline control with DMX input
 - Creating the DMXDevice
 - Jumping cues in the timeline 
 - Controlling layer parameters 

The fundamentals of preparing a 3D model for d3 
 - Scale, orientation, position
 - Mesh preparation

UV mapping projection screens
 - The fundamentals (square/rectangle/curved   
   screen/building facade)
 - UV mapping techniques overview
 - Setting appropriate resolution
 - Export settings

UV mapping LED screens
 - Star-shaped mistrip screen
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d3 Training Syllabus
TASKS DAY 1:

1. Create a new project
2.	Copy	mediafiles	(of	your	choice)	to	the	project
3. Create 3 screens; StageLeftLED, StageRightLED, CenterProjectionScreen. 
 - StageLeft and StageRight = 4:3 LED screens, resolution to follow the physical aspect
 - CenterProjectionScreen = Concave (check mesh library) 16:9 Projection, resolution to follow the physical 
aspect. Add pixel masks. 
4. Create and add 3 props; Stadium, Theatre and Stage roof5. Create these mapping types:
 - Direct – “All”, Direct – “StageLeftLED & StageLeftRight”
 - Parallel – “All”
 - Feed – “All” 
 - Feed – “All Crazy” (chop up and scale feed rectangles)
 - Perspective – “All”
6. Import audio, quantize and divide the timeline into sections. Add notes. 
7. Sequence visuals using different mappings, and to the beat. Use moving screens. 
8.	Create	camera	fly-throughs.
9. Render stage movie to 1280x720 (or 800 depending of aspect of you GUI screen) with audio
10. Win project

TASKS DAY 2: 

Practical exercise:
 - Setting up a Master-Slave system with automatic Understudy failover
    - Lining up the projection object using manual and auto-calibration
     - Feed warping outputs
     - Blending projectors 
     - Outputting high-quality audio
     - Adding live camera inputs and MIDI control

SUMMARY DAY 3:

- What have you learnt?
- What do you need to practice?
- Upcoming features in d3
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d3 Training Syllabus
Equipment to be proviced by training facilitator

Minimum
- Projection GUI screen for trainer – for trainer to demonstrate/explain next exercise  
- 1 HD projector for GUI screen
- d3 servers + monitors + keyboards – ideally at least 3 servers to exercise Master-Slave-Understudy
- Win7 laptops + mice – for additional training machines. d3 trainer always brings training dongles.  
-	Gigabit	router	–	for	connecting	all	student’s	machines	into	one	network	for	sharing	files
- Headphone for each student + quarter inch to mini jack adaptor 

Preferable 
- Everything listed above 
- Projection object – with an associated virtual 3d model 
- 3 HD projectors for projection object – minimum 2 projector to demonstrate master-slave
- Lav Microphone + speakers – for the d3 trainer 
- Image pro or similar generating SDI – alternatively a camera generating SDI
- SDI distribution box – for distributing SDI signal(s) into all d3 servers
- BNC cables
- USB to MIDI device – in case a laptop should generate MIDI
- MIDI cables 
- BCF2000 – for controlling parameters in d3
- MIDI splitter – for splitting MIDI (from control surfaces only) to all d3 servers 
- 4 x RGB Architectural lights 
- 2 x moving head lights
- Artnet node, min 2 universes – for sending DMX over Ethernet from d3 into DMX lights
- Lighting desk – for controlling the d3 timeline and controlling d3 parameters
- Cabling associated with gear listed above

Equipment provided by d3 Trainer

- d3 Training Media
- d3 Training licence sticks

d3 Training session in Las Vegas, February 2013


